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Introduction. Nowadays foreign languages play important role everywhere. Because foreign 

languages are learned by people, foreign languages are spoken by people constantly. Foreign languages 

(Englsh, French) became the basic languages of learning all over the world. People learn, will learn foreign 

languages in the future.  

Aim. To show the meaning of learning of foreign languages independently. 

Materials and methods. Educational method.  

Results and discussion. Why do people learn foreign languages ? Because it is important for them 

to do. When people learn foreign languages they try to know foreign languages, they try to understand 

them, they try to listen to them, they try to read words, unknown words in the sentences and in the questions. 

Why do they do it constantly ? Because they are interested in doing it, it means they are interested in 

succeeding in mastering of foreign languages. They set an purpose and they must carry it out at all cost. It 

is their task of doing it. What do people do ? It means - They must determine if they want to learn foreign 

languages independently. 

Anybody will not help a person when he learns foreign languages himself if he doesn’t have desire 

of handling foreign languages in the course of learning. Everything depends on a person. He chose his way 

of learning foreign languages and he would have to follow it. What does it mean to learn foreign languages 

independently ? It means a person must learn them without assistance of anybody. How does it happen ? It 

happens when person reads, translates, learns unknown words by heart by using the books or other readable 

information he has at hand. He got hold of these information by way of internet, at the library or he borrowed 

these sources of information from someone he knows or he got acquainted with these people. He asked 

them for that assistance. They helped him by lending these information to him. What must he do the next ? 

He has to choose the time of learning foreign languages independently. It means How long will he learn 

foreign languages every day ? It is very important for him to do it. He will learn forein languages one hour 

a day or two hours a day. This person must determine because a lot of people have other work to do. It 

means it can be work, it can be study at University. When does a person have to learn foreign languages 

before work or before study at University or must he learn foreign languages after work or after study at 

University every single day ? It affects this person very much. First of all he can read, translate, listen to 

information over foreign languages, watch some kind of information before work. There is a question. 

When does he do it ? Learning of foreign languages must start in the morning. When does work start ? 

Work starts at nine o’clock in the morning in most cases. Does he have possibilities of learning foreign 

languages  in the morning ? When does he have to wake up ? At six or at seven o’clock. But if person is 

busy at home in the morning. Would it prevent him from learning foreign languages in the morning ? Or if 

a person learns foreign languages independntly after work. How will he feel after work ? Will he be tired ? 

Yes, he will feel tired after work because tiredness has an influence on his state. He must find desire within 

his body to get down to learning of foreign languages after work. He will not find desire of doing it. Because 

he will have to get some rest. It means he will have to watch TV or listen to music. These possibilities will 

make his tiredness wear off. But we mustn’t forget about one possibility of doing well at learning forein 

languages after work. It means the purpose of every single person over learning of foreign languages 

independently. It is for him or her to overcome all obstacles coming his or her way. Obstacles are to find 

means in spite of tiredness to keep learning foreign languages after work. It means to make himself handle 

it, to bring purpose to conclusion. This part of learning of foreign languages is very effective, because 

person will not waste money on learning of foreign languages. He will do it paylessly. He will have to find 

means of learning foreign languages independently. They can be  books, disques, some kind of information 

of internet. He mustn’t go to the bookstores in order to buy them there. He can use internet. Internet has got 

every single information like these. If person reads, translates, listens to music or watch movies in internet. 

He will have to sit in front of computer for a long while, because it is difficult to sit in front of computer 
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for a short while. Computer attracts the person. But it can have a negative disadvantage (person can spoil 

eyesight quickly because computer affects the eyesight of person heavily). The more person sits in front of 

computer the quicker he spoils his eyesight). If person learns foreign languages independently he will have 

to set the time of learning. One hour a day will be enough for a person to learn foreign language every 

single day. One shouldn’t be lazy. Laziness affects person very much. It is difficult to get rid of laziness. 

Because everything depends on a person. One should always use the motto of Americal people – just do it. 

In the morning person wakes up he will have to get down to learning of foreign language. After work  a 

person must start learning foreign language. Success will come, success will happen but person must be 

hard – working. One should simplify the possibility of learning of foreign language independently. One 

should find someone from other country but it will affect person in one way if person knows a lot of about 

grammar. How will he start speaking to somebody from other country if he doesn’t know anything about 

grammar and he doesn’t know a lot of words.  

Conclusion. This way of learning foreign languages is good. Because it requires to work hard 

without being lazy, to set a time of learning foreign languages, to keep learning foreign languages steadily 

in the course of one hour every single morning or every single evening, not to pay money for the private 

teacher, to find some kind of means of information easily without difficulty.  

Complications (tiredness in the evening, business in the morning) of finding spare time to learn 

foreign languages, laziness is the first reason of a person of learning foreign languages always gets this 

process complicated. Every single person will have to cope with complications of learning foreign langages 

in order to achieve his objective of learning foreign languages independently.  
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Introduction. Most of the scientific and technical Anglicism that have penetrated into the Russian 

language in recent years belong to the computer field. The influx of English-language computer terms into 

the Russian language in the 90s of the 20th century can be explained primarily by the authority factor of 

the source language. In the case of computer terminology, the priority factor in certain scientific and 

technological developments and their dissemination is also important. 

Aim. The purpose of this study is to determine the features of the functioning of scientific and 

technical Anglicism in the Russian language. 

Materials and methods. The material of the research was scientific and technical Anglicism 

functioning in the Russian language. Research methods are description, comparison, analysis. 

Results and discussion. The concept of creating a personal computer was developed in the USA 

in the 80s of the 20th century. This concept immediately made the computer field mass. 

In 80s years of the XX century in the US, there was developed concept of creating a personal 

computer, which immediately made the computer field a mass one. It were American companies that took 

monopoly positions in the release of software products (Microsoft), as well as in the production of 

computers themselves (Compaq, Dell, Gateway, IBM). In the USA, in the 80s of the 20th century the 

Internet was born, and in the early 90's, browsers were developed for virtual travel on the World Wide Web 

(it was no coincidence that in one sentence three English-language internet borrowings, a browser, a virtual 

and semantic tracing paper the World Wide Web with the English World Wide Web). 

Among the factors that contribute to the penetration of Americanisms into the computer field is the 

proliferation of personal computers and the appearance of computer-assisted translation journals that use a 

large number of English-language terms. 

Conclusion. The process of direct borrowing in the computer field as a whole is more active than 

the process of calculating English terms. Computer terminology, which arose on the basis of the English 

language, continues to be replenished with terms of English origin. 

 


